
 

Pathway to UTeach Dallas Certification! 

Classroom Interactions 

□ Hear Apprentice Teaching introduction presentation in class 

□ MUST have 2.75 cumulative GPA and  3.0 in UTeach courses 

□ MUST meet with Dr. Carolyn Bray, TDC Certification officer, by Mid-Term      

(call to make appt 972-883-2730) 

□ Provide a copy of the Official Certification Plan from Dr. Bray to Mrs. King  

□ Complete PRELIMINARY PORTFOLIO or receive an Incomplete until 

submitted 

Research Methods or Math Modeling 

□ Meet with Dr. Bray again, if necessary, to receive codes to take PPR & content  

TExES exams 

□ Maintain a 2.75 cumulative GPA and a 3.0 in UTeach courses  

□ Register for PPR and Content TExES  exams for a date by early in the next 

semester, attend a PPR review session given by TDC  

□ Review PORTFOLIO and revise any sections that earned a score of 1 or 0, must 

have a 2 before Apprentice Teaching (AT) 

□ Complete PORTFOLIO sections on research subject matter knowledge 

□ Attend an Apprentice Teaching seminar with Mr. Bill Gammons 

PBI 

□ Take PPR and content tests by early in semester, MUST PASS BOTH before 

Apprentice Teaching 

□ Maintain a 2.75 cumulative GPA and a 3.0 in UTeach courses  

□ Complete PORTFOLIO sections not done yet, must be completed by AT 

Apprentice Teaching 

□ May ONLY take ONE other course with AT.  

□ Complete your degree within the GPA requirements!  

□ Complete FINAL PORTFOLIO! 

□ Finger printing! 

□ Complete Weekly Lesson Plans in a timely fashion.  

□ Be recommended by your school mentor teacher and university supervisor 

□ Make an A or B in Apprentice Teaching 

***Keep Mr. Gammons Updated on Progress***  



UTeach Dallas Portfolio Check Sheet 

Preliminary score at end of CI must meet or exceed: 1 in each section 

Final score at end of AT must meet or exceed: 4 in first 3 sections, 2 in other sections 

Section Portfolio Score Comments 
Philosophy Statement 0        1        2        3        4  

Cover Letter 0        1        2        3        4  

Résumé 0        1        2        3        4  

Subject Matter Knowledge 
(From Perspectives, RM, PBI or MM) 0        1        2        3        4  

Equity and Inclusive Design 
(From Perspectives, RM, PBI or MM) 0        1        2        3        4  

Inquiry Learning Planning 0        1        2        3        4  

Participation & Connection 0        1        2        3        4  

Rapport Statement 0        1        2        3        4  

Safety Statement  0        1        2        3        4  

Ethical Standard Statement 0        1        2        3        4  

Teaching Preparation 0        1        2        3        4  

Classroom Environment  0        1        2        3        4  

Instruction and Delivery 
(From Perspectives, RM, PBI or MM) 0        1        2        3        4  

Professional Responsibility  
(From Perspectives, RM, PBI or MM) 0        1        2        3        4  

 Many of these have multiple sections. Be sure that you are completing every section.  
 

UNSATISFACTORY—0 points  
The reflection is not submitted or lacks evidence where it is reasonable to expect evidence. The reflection is not clearly related to the proficiency. 
The reflection is not clearly written and proof-read or is unprofessional in tone. The proficiency demonstrates a lack of control over the basics of 
grammar, spelling, and punctuation.  
 

BEGINNING COMPETENT—1 point  
The reflection displays a limited understanding of the main ideas in the proficiency, is merely descriptive, or superficial. Evidence may be only 
marginally related to the proficiency or it is not made clear how the evidence relates. The reflection should be clearly written and proof-read and 
demonstrate a basic command over the conventions of spelling, punctuation and grammar.  
 

COMPETENT—2 points  
The reflection displays a general understanding of the proficiency, moving beyond basic description and into thoughtful reflection, including the 
importance of the proficiency's main idea and/or possibilities for improvement. The evidence is clearly related to the proficiency. The reflection 
may discuss the implications for the students and teacher. The proficiency is clearly written, proof-read, and demonstrates control over the basics 
of grammar, punctuation, and spelling.  
 

COMPETENT—3 points  
The reflection displays a clear understanding of the proficiency, moving beyond simple description and into thoughtful reflection, including the 
importance of the proficiency's main idea as well as possibilities for improvement. The evidence is strongly related to the proficiency. The reflection 
discusses the implications for the students and teacher. The proficiency is clearly written, proof-read, and demonstrates control over the basics of 
grammar, punctuation, and spelling.  
 

ADVANCED COMPETENT—4 points  
The student displays a comprehensive understanding of the proficiency and proposes ideas for improvement. The student also discusses the 

implications of the proficiency for the secondary student and for the teacher. Evidence is clearly and strongly related to the proficiency and 

contributes significantly to the clarity of the reflection. The proficiency is well-organized, proof-read, and logical. The student demonstrates more 

than a basic command of grammar, spelling, and punctuation, with few if any errors.  


